FeatherWeight: Low-cost Optical Arbitration with QoS Support
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ABSTRACT
The nanophotonic signaling technology enables efficient global communication and low-diameter networks such as crossbars that are often optically arbitrated. However, existing optical arbitration schemes incur costly overheads (e.g., waveguides, laser power, etc.) to avoid starvation caused by their inherent fixed priority, which limits their applicability in power-bounded future many-core processors. On the other hand, quality-of-service (QoS) support in the on-chip network is becoming necessary due to an increase in the number of components in the network. Most prior work on QoS in on-chip networks has focused on conventional multi-hop electrical networks, where the efficiency of QoS is hindered by the limited capabilities of electrical global communication. In this work, we exploit the benefits of nanophotonics to build a lightweight optical arbitration scheme, FeatherWeight, with QoS support. Leveraging the efficient global communication, we devise a feedback-controlled, adaptive source throttling scheme to asymptotically approach weighted max-min fairness among all the nodes on the chip. By re-using existing datapath components to exchange minimal global information, FeatherWeight provides freedom from starvation while resulting in negligible (<1%) throughput loss compared to the best-effort baseline optical arbitration. In addition, FeatherWeight provides strong fairness, performance isolation, and differentiated service for a wide range of traffic patterns. Compared to state-of-art optical arbitration schemes, FeatherWeight reduces power consumption by up to 87% while reducing execution time by 7.5%, on average, across SPLASH-2 and MineBench traces, and improving throughput on synthetic traffic patterns by up to 17%.
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QoS support is highly needed for future nanophotonic on-chip networks.

In this paper, we propose FeatherWeight, a lightweight optical arbitration scheme with QoS support. FeatherWeight leverages the efficient global communication capabilities of nanophotonics to build a feedback control system to adaptively throttle the network nodes and asymptotically approach a weighted max-min [11] fairness among all the nodes. Starvation is avoided as QoS is enforced. The weight of each node can be assigned by the run-time system to provide differentiated service levels. FeatherWeight exchanges minimal amount of information using the data channels, avoiding any extra optical hardware. To adapt to the dynamics of on-chip network traffic, dynamic adjustments to the bandwidth allocation is carried out once every epoch, so as to avoid excessive computational complexity. Compared to prior work [26, 30], significant amount of hardware and power reduction is achieved, which greatly improves the scalability and applicability of optical arbitration.

In summary, the contributions of this paper include:

- We propose FeatherWeight – a lightweight, optical arbitration scheme based on feedback-controlled, adaptive source throttling with support for QoS.
- We leverage the low latency and efficient global communication of nanophotonics and existing waveguides to significantly reduce the cost (both area and power) over prior approaches to global optical arbitration.
- Exploiting the lightweight, optical arbitration, we provide QoS support in the arbitration with minimal additional overhead.
- We evaluate FeatherWeight and compare it against state-of-art alternatives. We demonstrate that FeatherWeight achieves high performance optical arbitration while providing robust QoS support at low cost.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present background information and related work. The details of the proposed FeatherWeight scheme is presented in Section 3. We evaluate the performance and cost of FeatherWeight in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes and concludes the paper.
2.2 Slot-based Optical Arbitration

Two time slot-based optical arbitration schemes have been recently proposed for arbitrating global optical crossbars. Vantrease et al. [30] proposed a Fair Slot arbitration scheme for arbitrating MWSR nanophotonic crosbars; while Pan et al. [26] introduced 2-pass Token Stream that can be used for MWSR and MWMR crossbars. Both schemes arbitrate on a time-slot basis, and are more efficient than the previously proposed Token Ring arbitration scheme [31].

2.2.1 Baseline Optical Arbitration (Fixed Priority, Starvation-prone)

Both Fair Slot and 2-pass Token Stream have a common baseline optical arbitration scheme \(^1\) as illustrated in Figure 2(a). Arbitration is carried out on a time-slot basis, where units of optical energy (i.e., optical tokens) are used to represent the privilege to occupy units of resources (e.g., a time slot on the data channel). A waveguide that carries the optical tokens traverses all the nodes in a specific order, and each node has a ring resonator that can be turned on to couple the optical tokens off the waveguide. Since at most one node can grab a specific token an arbitration is achieved among all the nodes.

However, as the tokens are injected at a specific point (i.e., the home node) and take a fixed route (decided by the physical layout of the waveguide) across all the nodes, nodes closer to home have higher priority to grab a token. A busy node close to home may consume all the tokens, starving the farther downstream nodes.

2.2.2 2-pass Token Stream

To solve the potential starvation problem, Pan et al. [26] extend the baseline optical arbitration with a starvation avoidance scheme. Instead of having the 1-pass token waveguides, the waveguides are routed to pass each node twice, as shown in Figure 2(b). In the first pass, each token is dedicated to a different node, guaranteeing a minimum amount of bandwidth for each node. If a token is not grabbed by its dedicated node in the first pass, any node can grab it in the second pass. This scheme keeps the high bandwidth utilization of the baseline scheme and avoids starvation, but does not guarantee strict fairness: the nodes closer to home still stand higher chance to grab second-pass tokens. In addition, the 2-pass token traversal increases laser power consumption and limits the scalability of the arbitration scheme.

2.2.3 Fair Slot

Vantrease et al. [30], on the other hand, employs a starvation detection and recovery scheme in their Fair Slot optical arbitration, as illustrated in Figure 2(c). Besides the 1-bit channel for tokens used in the baseline optical arbitration, a separate channel is used to detect if any node has not had access to the data channel for some time (i.e., “hungry” or starving). This hungry signal is efficiently implemented as an optical logic OR – any node can couple the laser energy off this channel to indicate that it is hungry. In addition, an optical broadcast channel is used by the home node (i.e., token injection point) to inform all the nodes the change of operation state.

Initially, all the nodes start in “plenty” mode, when they can grab tokens freely until at least one node becomes hungry. The hungry node then informs the home node using the hungry signal. The home node, upon detecting the hungry signal, broadcasts a signal to all nodes indicating the switch to “famine” mode (i.e., starvation recovery mode), where only the hungry nodes can take turns to flush existing packets in their input queues. Hungry nodes who finish flushing packets will stop coupling the hungry signal and be suspended to give downstream nodes the chance to flush their packets. When all the hungry nodes have sent their packets, the home node broadcasts another signal indicating the switch back to plenty mode.

This scheme solves the starvation problem and approximates max-min fairness under heavy traffic. However, significantly more hardware is added, as can be seen in Figure 2. These extra hardware, especially the broadcast bus, results in high power consumption and limits the scalability of the system. In addition, at the end of each famine mode, all the nodes are suspended, and the tokens in-flight will be wasted, causing lower throughput of the system.

In this work, we propose FeatherWeight, a lightweight optical arbitration scheme with freedom from starvation. In

\(^1\)This arbitration scheme is referred to as Time Slot and 1-pass Token Stream by Vantrease et al. [30] and Pan et al. [26], respectively. For simplicity, in this work, we refer to it as the “baseline optical arbitration”.

Figure 2: Hardware for (a) baseline optical arbitration, (b) 2-pass Token Stream, and (c) Fair Slot. Waveguides carrying laser (e.g., optical tokens) traverse all the routers for information delivery.
addition, strong QoS support (i.e., fairness and differentiated service) is provided even with the reduced hardware cost. A comparison of FeatherWeight against existing optical arbitration schemes is summarized in Table 1.

2.3 Quality of Service

Quality of Service (QoS) is the capability to provide resource assurance and service differentiation in a network [32]. QoS is essential when the shared resources are limited, and hence a certain form of regulation has to be installed to provide performance isolation and differentiated service [17]. Performance isolation requires that the resources (e.g., bandwidth) achieved by each node is isolated from the concurrent activities in the system while differentiated service provides the flexibility to allocate the resources in varied proportions. As the complexity of processors grows, a variety of resources are integrated (e.g., memory controller) and shared among competing components and processes. This calls for proper QoS support in resource arbitration. Several works studied QoS support for centralized processor resources like memory controllers [22] and cache banks [23]. Resource level QoS support cannot be guaranteed if QoS is not enabled in the on-chip network. Thus, recently researchers have focused on QoS support in conventional, multi-hop electrical networks [7, 17, 24]. QoS schemes proposed for large IP networks (e.g., Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [5] and Virtual Clock [36]) achieve similar goals but have to be adapted to on-chip network constraints. For example, WFQ assumes that each flow is leaky bucket constrained, which is not applicable for adversarial on-chip network traffic pattern. Moreover, complexity and cost concerns also prompt customized on-chip QoS schemes, like Globally-Synchronized Frames (GSF) [17] and Preemptive Virtual Clock (PVC) [7], to be proposed. But as electrical signaling is inefficient for global communication, overheads in terms of lost throughput and/or wasted network resources are incurred. Furthermore, all these schemes address local arbitration and are not applicable for QoS in global arbitration.

2.4 Leveraging Nanophotonics for QoS

QoS support can also benefit from the nanophotonics technology. First, nanophotonics allows us to quickly exchange global information. Having the information of remote nodes easily accessible eliminates the need to make assumptions, which is commonly done in existing QoS schemes [17, 7], making the scheme more adaptive. Second, the network diameter can be significantly reduced. As compared to a multi-hop network where the QoS guarantee often has to be maintained by carefully adjusting multiple arbitration (e.g., PVC [7]), QoS support in a single arbitration is sufficient to meet the requirements of QoS in a crossbar topology. This potentially simplifies the problem, though the arbitration itself is distributed and requires special designs. In addition, QoS schemes often require storage of bandwidth consumption information. With the 1-hop network implemented in nanophotonics, this overhead is minimized as intermediate routers are removed. Recently, Ouyang et al. [25] proposed a frame based QoS scheme to enhance the Fair Slot optical arbitration scheme [30] with differentiated service, but added even more optical hardware (unicast completion ring & broadcast frame switching ring). In the proposed FeatherWeight optical arbitration scheme, we aim to provide the QoS guarantees while significantly reduce the optical hardware and power cost.

3. FEATHERWEIGHT OPTICAL ARBITRATION SCHEME

In FeatherWeight, weighted max-min fairness [11] is achieved with the hardware cost close to a baseline optical arbitration, as shown in Figure 3(a). A single QoS controller is used for each data channel (or each node). We exploit the waveguide layout and place the controllers at the end of the waveguides at the home node. Thus, no additional physical connectivity is required.

Max-min fairness is a widely accepted fairness definition in networking, where all the requesters with low demand will be satisfied, and all the high-demand nodes will get the same share of the resource. To provide differentiated service, we implement the generalized form of max-min fairness, with each node given a weight ($W_i$). Max-min fairness is then satisfied among the nodes in terms of their normalized resource consumption (i.e., resource consumption normalized to their weights). FeatherWeight adaptively adjusts itself according to the changing traffic patterns through a feedback control mechanism. High resource utilization can thus be maintained. For clarity, we summarize all the parameters used in this section in Table 2.

3.1 Overview: Adaptive Source Throttling

To solve the starvation problem in the baseline optical arbitration scheme, a quota (i.e., the maximum number of tokens each node can grab) is assigned to each node over a period of time (epoch). Any node that has consumed its dedicated quota in the epoch will be throttled and prevented from grabbing more tokens. If fixed quota is used, fairness and differentiated service can be achieved, but this results in poor resource utilization as the unused quota of low-demand nodes cannot be used by other high demand nodes.

In FeatherWeight we improve the resource utilization by a feedback control scheme, which dynamically changes the quota according to the request patterns. Minimal per-node token consumption information is shared globally among the nodes to make proper quota adjustment. Leveraging the efficient global communication and low latency of nanophotonics, the feedback system can efficiently track the change of the traffic patterns and achieve low hardware cost and high resource utilization while meeting the QoS objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Free of Starvation</th>
<th>Hardware Cost</th>
<th>Power Cost</th>
<th>Fairness</th>
<th>Differentiated Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline [30, 26]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-pass [26]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Slot [30]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeatherWeight</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of optical arbitration schemes
Figure 3: FeatherWeight scheme. (a) optical arbitration hardware for the data channels of R0, (b) timing diagram for an epoch, (c) bandwidth overhead for D-bit datapath and epoch size of T.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>Total number of nodes in the arbitration (i.e., arbitration radix).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Size (number of cycles) of an epoch, over which quota adjustments are made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_i$</td>
<td>Service weight of node $i$ to indicate differentiated service levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_i^t$</td>
<td>Achieved service (i.e., number of tokens) by node $i$ in the $t$-th epoch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_i^t$</td>
<td>Busy status of node $i$ in the $t$-th epoch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_i^t$</td>
<td>Adaptive service quota for node $i$ in the $t$-th epoch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_i^t$</td>
<td>Normalized accumulated achieved service by node $i$ up to the $t$-th epoch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_i^t$</td>
<td>Average $C_i^t$ among busy nodes of the $t$-th epoch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_i^t$</td>
<td>High demand status of node $i$ in the $t$-th epoch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_i^t$</td>
<td>Base quota calculated based on weighted max-min fairness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_i^t$</td>
<td>Adjustment quota to reflect the throttling of over-achieving nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^t$</td>
<td>Total amount of resource to be shared among the high-demand nodes in epoch $t$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>A coefficient to control the service level of the high-demand nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>A coefficient to control the feedback strength of node throttling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>Time frame to reset the service statistics counters $C_i^t$ to avoid excessive history effect.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of QoS Parameters

3.2 Enhanced Optical Arbitration in FeatherWeight

Consider a FeatherWeight system with 4 nodes, as shown in Figure 3(a). To support fairness and differentiated service, we use the same optical hardware as the baseline optical arbitration, but exchange minimal QoS information among the routers, as indicated by the dotted lines. There are three additions to the baseline optical arbitration: (a) bookkeeping at each node to gather service (bandwidth consumption) information; (b) QoS information exchange; and (c) a QoS controller, which executes the algorithm to calculate the quota based on global service information.

3.2.1 Book-keeping at each node

We divide time into epochs of $T$ cycles each. Each node $i$ monitors its achieved service ($A_i^t$), i.e., the number of claimed tokens, within each epoch $t$. For source throttling, a service quota ($Q_i^t$) is set for each node $i$ in the $t$-th epoch (i.e., the maximum number of tokens it can grab in the epoch). With an epoch size of $T$, $A_i^t$ and $Q_i^t$ require $(\log_2 T)$-bit storage at each node.

Another important piece of information is whether a node is satisfied with its achieved amount of service within an epoch. We define a node $i$ to be busy ($b_i^t = 1$) for an epoch $t$ if it has at least one packet pending to be sent for every cycle in the epoch. Note that this definition is more relaxed than the “hungry” state defined in the Fair Slot scheme [30].

3.2.2 QoS information exchange

To achieve the QoS adjustments in a distributed optical arbitration, there has to be global communication that aligns the service levels (i.e., token consumption) at different nodes. In FeatherWeight, this is done in an organized manner, as shown in Figure 3(b). Each epoch $t$ consists of 3 phases: in Phase 1, each node $i$ sends its $A_i^{-1}$ and $b_i^{-1}$ values for the past epoch to a QoS controller\(^2\), which is conveniently located at the end of the data channels. The controller then uses the collected global information to calculate the updated quota for each node in Phase 2. After the new quotas have been calculated, they will be propagated back to all the nodes in Phase 3 and will be applied in epoch $t + 1$. Note the adoption of nanophotonics greatly simplifies this information collection/distribution process, as no complicated wiring is needed.

This QoS information exchange is lightweight. For an epoch size of $T$ cycles, $A_i^{-1}$ and $Q_i^{-1}$ are both $\log_2 T$-bit wide and $b_i$ is a single bit. Hence, for an optical arbitration among $K$ nodes, $K \times (\log_2 T + 1)$ bits have to be propagated from the nodes to the controller in each epoch, and $K \times \log_2 T$ bits have to be sent in the other direction. The total bandwidth needed is $(2K \log_2 T + K)/T$. If we use the optical data channel (e.g., re-using slots on the data

\(^2\) The QoS controller can be implemented as a separate microcontroller or it can be embedded in the home node for each token channel (e.g., embedded in R0 in Figure 3(a)).
channel that is to be optically arbitrated in an MWSR optical crossbar) available in a nanophotonic crossbar to send such information, with a datapath width of $D = 512$ and $T = 256$, $K = 64$, the bandwidth overhead for the data bus is $(2K \log_2 T + K)/(DT) = 0.83\%$. A full analysis of bandwidth overhead under different scenarios is shown in Figure 3(c). If necessary, this overhead can be further reduced by utilizing coarser grain quota and achieved service levels\(^3\). Overall, the QoS information exchange poses negligible overhead for an optical datapath with, typically, abundant bandwidth, and it can be achieved without extra optical hardware.

3.2.3 QoS algorithm

Initially, the quota for all the nodes ($Q_i^t$) is set to the size of the epoch $T$ to guarantee high resource utilization. In each epoch $t$, with the global service information of the past epoch ($A_{i}^{t-1}$ and $b_{i}^{t-1}$) collected from all the nodes, an algorithm is implemented to update the quota for the next epoch ($Q_i^{t+1}$) for each node $i$ to achieve the weighted max-min fairness. We derive $Q_i^{t+1}$ based on two components: the base quota ($B_i^{t+1}$) and the adjustment quota ($X_i^{t+1}$), as shown in Equation 1. The base quota represents the target quota for a node in a stable state, where the low demand nodes achieve their full demand, and the high demand nodes share the remaining resource according to their weights $W_i$. The adjustment quota, on the other hand, tries to punish or compensate a node if it over-consumed or under-consumed service in the past.

$$Q_i^{t+1} = B_i^{t+1} + X_i^{t+1}$$ (1)

To calculate the baseline quota ($B_i^{t+1}$), we first identify high demand nodes ($h_i^{t+1} = 1$) by comparing the achieved service level of each node against the average. In epoch $t$, the QoS controller accumulates $A_{i}^{t-1}$ to get the normalized accumulated achieved service ($C_i^{t-1}$) for node $i$ up until the $(t-1)$-th epoch. That is,

$$C_i^{t-1} = \sum_{j=0}^{t-1} \frac{A_{i}^{j}}{W_i} = C_i^{t-2} + \frac{A_{i}^{t-1}}{W_i}.$$ (2)

Then, the average normalized accumulated service ($C_i^{t-1}$) among the busy nodes are calculated using the following equation.

$$\hat{C}_i^{t-1} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{K-1} b_{i}^{t-1} C_i^{t-1}}{\sum_{i=0}^{K-1} b_{i}^{t-1}}$$ (3)

We define that a high demand node for the coming epoch ($h_i^{t+1} = 1$) is one that either was busy in the previous epoch ($b_{i}^{t-1} = 1$) or achieved more normalized service than the average.

$$h_i^{t+1} = b_{i}^{t-1} \lor (C_i^{t-1} \geq \hat{C}_i^{t-1})$$ (4)

We approximate the total amount of resource that should be shared among the high demand nodes in the coming epoch ($S^{t+1}$) as the total resource in the epoch ($T$) subtracted by those achieved by the low-demand nodes

$$S^{t+1} = \alpha \left[ T - \sum_{i=0}^{K-1} (1 - h_i^{t+1}) A_{i}^{t-1} \right]$$ (5)

where $\alpha$ is a coefficient that account for the amount of resource that cannot be claimed (i.e., reserved data channel slots for QoS information exchange, tokens that went unused, etc.). Throughout our experiments, we use $\alpha = 0.95$ for good resource utilization.

Thus, the base quota is set based on whether the node is a high demand node: high demand nodes fairly share $S^{t+1}$ based on their weights, and low demand nodes get unlimited quota ($B_i^{t+1} = T$) to let them achieve any amount of bandwidth they need. If there is no busy node, we assert $B_i^{t+1} = T$, otherwise,

$$B_i^{t+1} = (1 - h_i^{t+1}) T + h_i^{t+1} \frac{b_{i}^{t-1} W_i}{\sum_{i=0}^{K-1} b_{i}^{t-1} W_i} \times S^{t+1}$$ (6)

Equation 6 represents the distribution of service among the high-demand nodes. However, this ignores the history effect – nodes that achieved more service in the past are not punished. Such punishment is reflected in the adjustment quota $X_i^{t+1}$, as shown in Equation 7.

As shown above, all the nodes that have achieved $C_i^{t-1}$ higher than $\hat{C}_i^{t-1}$ are punished by an amount proportional to the excess, while the under-achieving nodes have their quota proportionally relaxed. A slight difference here is that the punishment for over-achieving nodes is more conservative, while the compensation for under-achieving nodes is more aggressive. We normalize the punishment against $\hat{C}_i^{t-1}$ and a strength coefficient $\beta$ ($\beta = 0.25$ in all our simulations to avoid fluctuation) is introduced to control how much punishment is given; while the compensation is directly proportional to the difference in the accumulated normalized service, because we do not want to sacrifice resource utilization rate by over-punishing nodes, and it is always safe to compensate the under-achieving nodes. The MAX and MIN functions make sure the total quota $Q_i^{t+1}$, when calculated using Equation 1, is between 0 and $T$.

To avoid excessive history effect (i.e., nodes that consumed a large amount of bandwidth a long time ago may be punished in current arbitration), and limit the counter size for the service statistics (e.g., $C_i^{t}$), we periodically reset these counters every $F$ cycles. In our evaluations, we use $F = 50,000$ cycles. QoS statistics are thus guaranteed within this time frame $F$.

3.2.4 Algorithm Overhead

The calculation involved in the algorithm is narrow-width (e.g., less than 16-bit), simple, and scalable. Thus, multiple calculations can fit into a single clock cycle. Data parallelism can also be exploited at the cost of slightly increased hardware cost. More importantly, such calculation is not on the critical path of optical arbitration, and the calculations are carried out only once every epoch of hundreds to thousands of cycles. In drastically scaled technology nodes, the area and power overhead of such electrical circuits will be minimal compared to the less scalable optical hardware and power overheads. For example, we estimate the storage

\textsuperscript{3}For example, if $Q_i^t$ is in units of $n$ tokens, $m$-bit $Q_i^t$ can represent quota of up to $n \times (2^m - 1)$, instead of $2^n - 1$.}
overhead for T=512, K=64 to be 9.4KB (3% of the total buffers), while the electrical power of all the QoS controllers is 43mW for 64 controllers in 16nm technology, which is <1% of the power of the best alternative optical arbitration scheme with conservative optical parameters.

3.3 Applying QoS to MWSR Optical Crossbar

FeatherWeight can be used for global arbitration of any resource. For example, in an MWMR crossbar, both credit and channel resources can be arbitrated using FeatherWeight. For simplicity, in this paper, we evaluate it on the channel arbitration of a MWSR crossbar. The receiver channels are thus arbitrated separately, each using a separate set of FeatherWeight optical arbitration, with the QoS controller embedded in the router that the arbitrated channel is dedicated to.

As mentioned before, the QoS information exchange is carried out on the data bus. This is especially feasible because the QoS information exchange has a fixed traffic pattern. In Phase 1 of each epoch (Figure 3(b)), the controllers (at each node) receives the service/busy information from all the other nodes; while in Phase 3, each node receives the updated quota information from all the controllers. As there are multiple such small pieces of information going to a common destination, we can reserve several data slots on the data channel by not injecting the corresponding optical tokens and statically assign which node should use which sub-words in these data slots for QoS information exchange. Note that each data slot is wide enough (e.g., 512-bit) to accommodate the QoS information (\(A_i^t, b_i^t, Q_i^t\)) for many nodes. Thus, the QoS information exchange can be done within very few data slots by car-pooling in limited number of slots on the wide datapath. In our evaluation, we conservatively reserve 4 data slots per epoch on the data channels for QoS information exchange. With this configuration, even considering an 8-cycle light traversal time across all nodes, the QoS information exchange can be done within 10 cycles in each phase of an epoch, which leaves ample time for the algorithm computation in Phase 2.

4. EVALUATION

4.1 System Setup

To evaluate FeatherWeight, a cycle accurate network simulator is developed based on the booksim simulator [3, 4] and modified to model an MWSR nanophotonic crossbar with four different arbitration schemes: baseline optical arbitration, 2-pass Token Stream, Fair Slot, and FeatherWeight. We assume a refractive index of \(n = 3.5\) for the waveguide and 1-cycle latency for processing an optical token request [30]. The clock frequency is targeted at 5 GHz. We simulate crossbar sizes of both 16 and 64 (\(K = 16, 64\)), with single flit packets of 64 bytes. All the schemes employ an input buffer size of 8 flits, implemented as a DAMQ [29], with packets queued separately according to their destination. Each router can initiate a maximum of 8 token requests per cycle, but can utilize at most 2 acquired tokens in each cycle, in accordance with Vantrease et al. [30]. A list of system parameters is provided in Table 3.

4.2 Throughput

We first evaluate the throughput of the different arbitration schemes. As can be seen in Figure 4(a,c), under Hotspot traffic, where all the nodes send to the same destination (Node 0), all the arbitration schemes achieve near-ideal throughput of \(1/K\), as they all try to fully utilize the links by arbitrating at time-slot level. However, Fair Slot incurs higher latency before the network reaches saturation: when the network approaches saturation, the wait-time based “hungry” detection in Fair Slot triggers famine mode, which forces all the nodes to take turns to flush their pending packets, which results in higher average latency. With uniform random traffic, Fair Slot loses around 17% of throughput as compared to the other 3 schemes. This is because, at the end of each famine mode, all the nodes are suspended. Thus, the 8 tokens that are on-the-fly in the waveguide cannot be utilized by any node. This incurs a fixed loss of 8 data slots per famine mode. Such cost is amortized in the hotspot traffic where the famine mode is long, but shows up in uniform random traffic, where the sporadic famine modes triggered near network saturation are much shorter. Note that these throughput results are consistent with those reported in the original work [30]. On the other hand, FeatherWeight, with an epoch size of 512 cycles, shows minimal throughput cost for imposing the QoS scheme, even with a few data slots dedicated for QoS information exchange.

4.3 Fairness

The throughput results show how the arbitration performs before network saturation and the best-effort baseline optical arbitration scheme naturally shows good performance. However, if the demand for receiver channel further increases, some nodes in the baseline optical arbitration will

\[
X_i^{t+1} = \begin{cases} 
MAX \left( \beta W_i T \frac{\hat{C}_i^{t-1} - C_i^t}{C_i^{t-1}}, \ -B_i^{t+1} \right) & \text{if } C_i^t > \hat{C}_i^{t-1} \\
MIN \left( W_i (\hat{C}_i^{t-1} - C_i^t), \ T - B_i^{t+1} \right) & \text{if } C_i^t \leq \hat{C}_i^{t-1}
\end{cases}
\]
Figure 4: Latency for $K = 16$ (a,b) and 64 (c,d) under Hotspot (a,c) and Uniform (b,d) traffic.

Figure 5: Achieved bandwidth per-node on the channel dedicated to Node 0. (a) equal demand of 0.2 pkt/cycle (b) random demand. Demand levels of each node are indicated by the squares.

be starved, which necessitates the fairness guarantees implemented in the other 3 schemes.

Figure 5 shows the per-node achieved bandwidth under different arbitration schemes when the receiver channel of node 0 is over-subscribed in hotspot traffic. All the nodes are given equal weights in FeatherWeight, and an epoch size of 512 is used. We simulate two demand scenarios: (a) every node has an equal demand of 0.2, and (b) half of the nodes have a random low demand between 0 and 0.01, while the others have a random high demand between 0 and 0.25, as indicated by the boxes in the figure. In both cases, the baseline optical arbitration scheme only satisfies the first few nodes, starving the remaining nodes. In scenario (a), the 2-pass scheme can fairly distribute the bandwidth to all the nodes. But, when the per-node demand is unbalanced as in scenario (b), the unclaimed bandwidth of the low-demand nodes are all consumed by the first few high demand nodes, leaving the remaining nodes with only at most their dedicated bandwidth ($(1/K)$). In both scenarios, Fair Slot and FeatherWeight achieve perfect max-min fairness, with high-demand nodes enjoying the same level of bandwidth while low demand nodes achieving their respective bandwidth demand. The total resource utilization rate is above 99% for both Fair Slot and FeatherWeight. This demonstrates that FeatherWeight is capable of achieving perfect fairness with minimal optical hardware overhead.

4.4 Differentiated service

By assigning different weights to different nodes, FeatherWeight can alter the amount of resource each node acquires. Figure 6(a) demonstrates the arbitration of a single receiving channel (of Node 0) in FeatherWeight where certain nodes are given higher weights. We evaluate 3 scenarios: “equal”, where all nodes have the default weight of 1; “4x4”, where nodes 0, 16, 32, and 40 have a weight of 4 and the others have a weight of 1; “linear”, where nodes 8i + 7 (i = 0...7) have a weight of i + 2, and the others have a weight of 1. In all these cases, FeatherWeight perfectly achieves the weighted max-min fairness, providing differentiated service levels to different nodes according to their weights.

4.5 Performance isolation

Performance isolation is another important QoS feature that can, for example, control the impact of potential Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks [29]. In this section, we evaluate a case where 4 attackers are continuously sending packets to a single receiver channel in a 64-node MWSSR crossbar. As the attacker location plays an important role in the performance
Figure 6: (a) Differentiated service provided by FeatherWeight and (b) average latency of non-attacker nodes under Denial-of-Service attack.

Figure 7: Per-node average latency of non-attacker nodes under Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack for (a) 2-pass Token Stream, (b) Fair Slot, and (c) FeatherWeight with epoch size of 256 cycles.

by all the schemes, a total of 1024 random locations of the 4 attackers are simulated. The attackers all have a non-stop bandwidth demand of 1.0 pkt/cycle, while the non-attacker nodes have the same moderate bandwidth demand between 0.008 pkt/cycle and 0.012 pkt/cycle. All the nodes have the same weight in FeatherWeight.

Figure 6(b) shows the overall average latency of all the non-attacker nodes across the 1024 attack scenarios. FeatherWeight schemes with epoch sizes of 256 and 512 are shown. It can be seen that FeatherWeight is insensitive to the non-attacker traffic load, since all the nodes enjoy reserved bandwidth, and the latency is proportional to the epoch size. Fair Slot mostly operates in famine mode with each node sending packets in sequence, hence its latency is proportional to the amount of total traffic within each famine mode. Overall, with a non-attacker injection rate of 0.01 pkt/cycle, FeatherWeight with an epoch size of 256 cycles reduces the non-attacker average latency by 76% and 56% compared to the Fair Slot and 2-pass schemes, respectively.

To better understand the latency distribution with different arbitration schemes, we also summarize the per-node average latency for non-attacker injection rate of 0.01 pkt/cycle, as shown in the whisker-box plots in Figure 7. The whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum latencies, while the boxes indicate the 25%, 50%, and 75% quantiles across the 1024 attacker scenarios. In 2-pass Token Stream arbitration, nodes before the first attacker have abundant bandwidth and hence experience low latency, while the other nodes can only use their dedicated tokens. Thus, the first few nodes have wide latency distribution across the 1024 scenarios, while the majority of nodes have a tight distribution around 100 cycles. In Fair Slot, the latency is linearly increasing according to the nodes’ physical location, and it is relatively independent of the attacker location as all the nodes take turns to send packets in the famine mode. FeatherWeight, on the other hand, provides very low latency for most nodes, and only the last few nodes experience higher latency. This is because, any node before the last attacker node will have abundant bandwidth, and thus its latency will be low. The last few nodes experience higher latency that is proportional to the epoch size. Note that in this figure, latencies of each node comes from different attacker scenarios, so it is always better to have lower latency rather than keeping a tight latency distribution per node.

4.6 Trace Traffic

Limited by prohibitive length of full system simulations, we evaluate FeatherWeight with traces extracted from full system simulation with the GEMS [19]/SIMICS [18] framework. We use 9 traces from MineBench [21] and SPLASH-2 [33] benchmarks. To stress the network, we only use the network requests, and let the node with the most network requests inject requests at 1.0 pkt/cycle. All the other nodes generate requests at a rate proportional to its total number
of requests. Any node that receives a request will automatically generate a reply packet, and the reply packets have priority in entering the network over requests. Each node can have a maximum of 16 outstanding requests, beyond which the node is blocked from injecting more request packets. In this case, the time-variant contention on each channel is in general changing faster than a real-world traffic load, and hence it serves as an adversarial test case for FeatherWeight. The execution time is normalized to the baseline optical arbitration scheme, as shown in Figure 8.

For cholesky, the network contention is low, and it is advantageous to avoid unnecessarily triggering the QoS management, as the throttling may limit channel utilization. In such cases, having longer epoch makes it less likely for throttling to apply, and the overall performance of FeatherWeight(512) is better. As the Fair Slot scheme has a more stringent criteria for “hungry” node detection (where a wait counter is used for each packet), it tends to enter the famine mode more easily and incurs more throughput loss. However, there are also cases like scalparc and apriori, where the trace poses more time-variant contention. In these cases, it is better to have a shorter epoch to closely track the time variant traffic pattern.

On average, FeatherWeight reduces the trace execution time by 7.5% as compared to Fair Slot and incurs performance overhead of 7.0% and 9.0% as compared to the baseline and the 2-pass Token Stream, respectively. Note that these two schemes do not guarantee fairness.

### 4.7 Time Response

It is important to understand how fast our feedback controlled QoS system responds to change in traffic patterns. Here we analyze the arbitration of a single channel and assign a full quota of T to each node initially. A total bandwidth demand of 3.2× the available bandwidth is equally distributed to all the nodes to create abundant contention. Figure 9 shows the achieved bandwidth per node as time progresses. Each line represents a different node. Clearly, nodes closer to home initially achieve much higher bandwidth than the nodes farther away. As time progresses, the feedback control system throttles the over-achievers and compensates the under-achievers. All the nodes quickly converge to the same bandwidth consumption. The initially starving nodes are satisfied in sequence according to their physical location, and the fastest node is the last to achieve its fair share of bandwidth. Systems with fewer requesting nodes are quicker in converging, and shorter epochs also help the system to quickly achieve fairness. Even with 64 busy nodes and an epoch size of 1024 cycles, FeatherWeight achieves fairness within 30,000 cycles, which is far shorter than a typical program phase. For the 16-node case and an epoch size of 256 cycles, fairness can be achieved within 5,000 cycles.

### 4.8 Power Cost

As an emerging technology, many parameters of the nanophotonic devices are subject to change as the technology progresses. We adopt the optical power model by Josh et al. [10] and apply two sets of technology parameters [6, 10, 30, 37] as
listed in Table 4. Aggressive parameters represent the more optimistic/challenging projection regarding the technology than conservative parameters.

Figure 10(a) shows the power consumption under conservative technology parameters. Due to the lossy waveguide and less sensitive detectors, optical power is dominant in 2-pass Token Stream and Fair Slot, because of their long waveguide length and the broadcast bus, respectively. The larger number of ring resonators in these schemes also incurs high ring heating power. However, the overhead for implementing QoS in FeatherWeight only lies in the periodically exchanging QoS information on the data bus, which is amortized by the epoch size. Thus, FeatherWeight with an epoch size of 256 reduces total power consumption by 87%, as compared to Fair Slot, while providing the support for differentiated service. Compared to the baseline optical arbitration scheme, FeatherWeight consumes no more than 2x the energy while providing not only freedom from starvation, but also fairness, performance isolation, and differentiated service. The total power consumption of less than 0.7W makes FeatherWeight easily feasible for most CMP power budget designs.

With the aggressive technology parameters, FeatherWeight is still most efficient as it has minimal optical hardware, and the information exchange on the data bus is limited. In this case, FeatherWeight with epoch size of 256 achieves 75% power reduction compared to Fair Slot, and incurs only 1.3x overhead compared to the baseline scheme.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented FeatherWeight, a lightweight optical arbitration scheme that significantly reduces the cost of optical arbitration compared to prior art. This can enable the applicability of global optical arbitration in power-bounded future many-core processors. In addition to lower cost, features of nanophotonics is leveraged to efficiently provide QoS support in the global arbitration. We demonstrated that FeatherWeight achieves 17% higher throughput, 7.5% shorter trace execution time while reducing the power consumption by up to 86%, when compared to the best alternative.
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